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× Sustainable funds’ level of support for key ESG resolutions varied considerably. While most funds that

voted on at least 10 resolutions cast all votes in favor, a small number of funds, several with large asset
bases, supported fewer than a quarter of key resolutions voted.
× We find that much of the observed difference between sustainable funds’ support for ESG resolutions is

due to the influence of the voting strategy of the fund provider, offering investors a shortcut in
evaluating funds on ESG proxy voting.
Sustainable funds, those for which ESG factors play a central role in the investment process, offer a
number of benefits to investors. By incorporating ESG information into investment analysis, sustainable
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funds may offer a more thorough assessment of available investment opportunities. By screening out
poor performers, tilting toward those with exemplary practices or by identifying sustainability leaders,
these funds may improve risk-adjusted returns over the long run. By evaluating the broader societal and
environmental impacts of the companies in an equity portfolio or of the use of proceeds in a bond
portfolio, these funds can reduce the negative or accentuate the positive broader impacts of the
portfolio’s investments.
Active ownership activities offer an additional, if sometimes underappreciated, benefit of a sustainable
investment. These activities, made possible by an equity fund’s ownership of individual stocks, may
include direct engagement with company management about ESG-related concerns, coalitional
engagements with companies, more general voicing of support for better corporate ESG practices, and,
last but not least, how a fund votes its proxies on ESG issues. Those who invest in sustainable equity
funds are, in essence, combining their assets with those of their fellow fundholders and enabling the
fund to use these assets to influence corporate behavior.
While it is relatively easy to compare sustainable funds’ risk-adjusted performance with relevant
benchmarks and peer groups--and more funds are producing impact reports to help investors assess the
additional ways their investment may be helping drive positive change--it isn’t easy for investors to
assess how well a fund is handling its active-ownership activities. Analyzing how a fund votes its proxies
on ESG issues is one way to do it. All mutual funds must disclose their proxy votes for the 12-month
period between July and June by Aug. 31 of every year in an NP-X filing with the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission. While many funds provide a link to their votes on their websites, it is a
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complicated and time-consuming task to compare the proxy votes of multiple funds across multiple
issues.
This paper will help ESG-aware investors navigate the sustainable funds landscape by summarizing
sustainable funds’ ESG proxy voting. Using Morningstar’s data identifying sustainable funds, 2020 proxy
season votes reported in this year’s NP-X filings, and company proxy ballots, we evaluate how
sustainable funds voted their proxies on a series of key votes on shareholder resolutions pertaining to
ESG topics. We find that sustainable equity funds tended to support these measures at a higher rate
than did other funds, which is in keeping with our expectations that sustainable funds, in general, use
proxy voting as a tool to express their concerns about material ESG-related issues. However, we also find
considerable variation in levels of support for key proxy votes among sustainable funds. This variation is
related to whether the fund is advised by an asset manager with a greater commitment to sustainable
investing. Investors, therefore, cannot conclude that all sustainable funds behave the same on this
important dimension of sustainable investing.
A key-vote approach to benchmarking sustainable funds’ ESG proxy voting
Every year, thousands of items are put to shareholder vote via the corporate proxy ballot; most proposed
by management, some proposed by shareholders. Morningstar tracks all resolutions across all ballots
that come to a vote at U.S. companies--about 35,000 ballot items a year. Management nearly always
recommends a vote “For” its own resolutions, many of which are noncontroversial, and “Against”
shareholder resolutions, many of which raise concerns about management’s approach to managing ESG
risks. As a result, most management resolutions pass easily and most shareholder resolutions fail to
reach a majority.
Shareholder resolutions push companies to do better across a range of ESG issues. Examples include
resolutions on climate change that ask companies to be more transparent about the climate risks they
face and their strategies to reduce their carbon footprint. Others may ask that policies be put in place
that nurture diversity and inclusion across workplaces or request that audits be conducted of the
treatment of workers across supply chains.
A shareholder resolution does not need to earn majority support to have an influence. In fact, such
resolutions are considered advisory, so even a majority vote does not bind management to a specific
course of action. Vote outcomes are a signal to management about shareholder sentiment on the issue
and, as some resolutions may reappear on a ballot in subsequent years, about the direction in which
that sentiment is heading. Resolutions can serve to open constructive dialogue between management
and shareholders. The influence of a proxy vote can extend to other companies, as well. When an issue
receives strong support at one company, its peers also take note and may take proactive steps to
address the issue.
In 2020, 186 ESG-related shareholder resolutions appeared on proxy ballots. Average support was 28%,
with 20 ESG-related resolutions achieving the support of a majority of shares voted, breaking the record
of 14 set in 2019. Sixty-seven of the 186 ESG-related resolutions received at least 40% of the overall vote
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of minority outside shareholders. 1 We have identified these as key votes and used them as the basis for
our analysis. There are many nuances to interpreting a proxy voting, but using key votes focuses on
those resolutions that clearly resonated across a company’s shareholder base. Resolutions receiving
lower levels of support may trend upward in coming proxy seasons or may have been viewed as flawed,
even by sustainable investors. Collectively, the key votes highlight the main shareholder concerns in the
2020 proxy season and comprise a useful benchmark for how funds used their proxy votes to address
ESG concerns. On average, we would expect to see that sustainable funds supported them.
The 67 key votes are summarized by topic in Exhibit 1, with several examples shown in Exhibit 2. The full
list of key resolutions can be found in Appendix A.

Exhibit 1 Key 2020 ESG Resolutions and % Support Summarized by Topic

Source: Morningstar Proxy Voting Database. Data as of Nov. 30, 2020.

Exhibit 2 Examples of Key ESG Resolutions in 2020

Source: Morningstar Proxy Voting Database. Data as of Nov. 30, 2020.

1 At some companies, large blocks of shares are owned by controlling or affiliated shareholders--such as founders or parent companies. We have
eliminated the impact of these “affiliated holdings” as these would almost certainly have been voted with management and against the resolution
and would not necessarily represent the interests of outside, or nonaffiliated, minority shareholders.
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Strong but varied support for key ESG resolutions among sustainable funds
Our analysis is based on the percentage of times a given fund voted in favor of key ESG resolutions.
Sustainable funds include open-end and exchange-traded funds available in the U.S. that are tagged as
“sustainable investments” by Morningstar. Sustainable funds overall supported our key ESG resolutions
at a higher rate than did other funds. Sustainable funds, on average, supported 76% of the key ESG
resolutions on which they voted. By contrast, the conventional funds offered by the 20 largest U.S stock
fund managers supported the same set of resolutions 47% of the time, on average. 2
For a sustainable fund to be included in the analysis that follows, it had to have voted on at least 10 key
resolutions. We found 59 such funds. Appendix B lists these funds in bold along with all sustainable
funds that voted on at least one key resolution.
Exhibit 3 U.S. Sustainable Fund Support for Key ESG Resolutions in 2020 Summarized by Fund Size

Note: Includes sustainable funds voting on at least 10 key resolutions. *Funds voting on at least 10 key resolutions.
Source: Morningstar Proxy Voting Database, Morningstar Direct. Data as of Nov. 30, 2020.

Among sustainable funds that voted on at least 10 key ESG resolutions, we found that most funds
exhibited strong support, but support ranged from 0% to 100%. And among those funds that did not
exhibit strong support were several with large asset bases. Because fund votes are cast in proportion to
the value of their shares, the influence of the funds that did not exhibit strong support was about the
same as those that did exhibit strong support.
Thirty-four of the 59 funds supported 100% of the key ESG resolutions on which they voted in 2020.
Together, these funds manage $34.8 billion in assets. For instance, Calvert’s US Large Cap Core
Responsible Index Fund, with more than $3.3 billion in net assets at the end of November, cast its votes
“For” all 41 of the ESG resolutions it voted during the 2020 proxy season. The largest fund in the
sustainable funds universe, Parnassus Core Equity Fund, also cast all its votes in support of key
resolutions voted. Appendix C lists the 34 funds that voted on at least 10 key resolutions and voted in
favor 100% of the time.

2 The list of the 20 largest fund providers is contained in the recent report: Which Fund Companies Supported Climate Via Proxy Votes?
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Another 11 sustainable funds, with $17.8 billion in assets, supported between 50% and 92% of the key
ESG resolutions on which they voted. For example, TIAA-CREF Social Choice Equity Fund TISCX
supported 15 of the 25 ESG resolutions it voted. Goldman Sachs’ relatively new JUST US Large Cap
Equity ETF supported 20 of the 35 key resolutions it voted.
On the other hand, 14 sustainable funds, with nearly $36.3 billion in assets, voted in favor of less than
half of the key ESG resolutions on which they voted. Eight of those, shown in Exhibit 4, voted in favor of
fewer than 25% of key resolutions. Seven of the eight are offered by the two largest asset managers-BlackRock and Vanguard--and six are among the largest sustainable funds with over $1 billion in assets.
Several of these funds have been attracting large inflows. In the third quarter of 2020, BlackRock
iShares’ ESG Aware MSCI USA ETF attracted $1.14 billion in flows, almost double that of its next rival.
Vanguard’s FTSE Social Index attracted $353 million for the quarter--seventh highest among sustainable
funds. They rank as the second- and third-largest sustainable funds in the U.S., respectively.
Exhibit 4 Sustainable Funds Supporting Fewer than 25% of Key ESG Resolutions Voted

Note: Includes sustainable funds voting on at least 10 key resolutions.
Source: Morningstar Proxy Voting Database, Morningstar Direct. Data as of Nov. 30, 2020.

Passive investing strategies have become increasingly attractive to fee-conscious fund investors and
offer low-cost sustainable investing solutions. But passive investing does not imply passivity when it
comes to exerting influence over governance practices. On the contrary, there is a strong case to be
made that passive investing should carve out an even stronger role for active ownership given the
limitations on divestment. Active ownership can be used to mitigate portfolio risk as well as address
marketwide ESG concerns.
Yet passive sustainable funds, which may appear to offer similar solutions for investors, look very
different when it comes to how they cast their votes on ESG issues. The 15 largest index funds included
in our analysis, shown in Exhibit 5, range from 9% support to 100% support of key resolutions voted,
with the largest sustainable index fund, the aforementioned iShares ESG Aware MSCI USA ETF,
supporting only three of the 35 key ESG resolutions it voted.
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Exhibit 5 How the 15 Largest Sustainable Index Funds Voted

Note: Includes sustainable funds voting on at least 10 key resolutions.
Source: Morningstar Proxy Voting Database, Morningstar Direct. Data as of Nov. 30, 2020.

As investors put more money into sustainable investing strategies, the collective influence of these
strategies, via their proxy voting, also grows. Because of their size, larger funds have greater influence
on any particular vote than do smaller funds. We found, however, overall support for key ESG resolutions
among the largest sustainable funds was mixed. Across the dozen sustainable funds with more than $1
billion in assets, average support for the key resolutions was only 50%. Only three funds exhibited 100%
support, and six supported more than half the resolutions voted. The large funds offered by BlackRock,
Dimensional, and Vanguard voted in favor of key resolutions only one third of the time or less.
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Exhibit 6 How the Largest Sustainable Funds Voted

Note: Includes sustainable funds voting on at least 10 key resolutions.
Source: Morningstar Proxy Voting Database, Morningstar Direct. Data as of Nov. 30, 2020.
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Fund parent is the most important determinant of ESG proxy voting
Exhibit 7 compares the largest sustainable funds’ support for key resolutions with that of their parent
asset manager, derived by aggregating the key votes of all funds advised by the parent firm.
Exhibit 7 Largest Sustainable Funds Votes Compared With Parent Overall Votes

Note: Includes s sustainable funds voting on at least 10 key resolutions. Parent support computed as average of votes on key resolutions across
all non-ESG funds within each fund family.
Source: Morningstar Proxy Voting Database. Data as of Nov. 30, 2020.

For most asset managers, voting is fairly consistent across the funds they advise. That means for asset
managers committed to sustainable investing, such as Calvert Research and Management, Parnassus
Investments, and Impax Asset Management, all of their funds voted in favor of all key ESG resolutions.
For other asset managers that advise a limited number of sustainable funds relative to their overall
lineup, we observe lower support--an indication that the overall voting policy of these asset managers is
less supportive of key ESG resolutions. This explains much of the variation in support among sustainable
funds.
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The votes cast by sustainable funds of only two of the nine asset managers shown in Exhibit 7 differ
notably from those of their parent, American Century and Dimensional. In each case, the managers of
sustainable funds appear to vote independently of the parent’s position. American Century Sustainable
Equity Fund, for example, voted in support of seven resolutions that its parent firm voted against across
the conventional funds it advises. Similarly, Dimensional US Sustainability Fund voted in support of 12
resolutions that were opposed across Dimensional’s conventional funds.
IShares MSCI KLD 400 Social ETF voted “For” one resolution on which parent BlackRock’s conventional
funds voted “Against.” Otherwise, every vote cast by the other 10 funds in the large sustainable fund
lineup in Exhibit 7 maps exactly to the “house vote” of its respective parent.
BlackRock and Vanguard’s “house” view on ESG proxy votes is almost exactly replicated across their
largest ESG funds. And, across their funds, BlackRock and Vanguard rank amongst the least supportive
of ESG key resolutions. 3 Notwithstanding, their share of the sustainable funds market continues to grow.
BlackRock iShares’ suite of 22 ESG ETFs attracted an estimated $3.5 billion in the third quarter of 2020,
3.5 times that of any other fund complex. Vanguard’s five ESG funds attracted just shy of $800 million in
the third quarter. At the end of November, they held just short of 25% of all assets in U.S. sustainable
funds. 4
Conclusion
To summarize, we benchmarked sustainable funds’ 2020 proxy voting against a set of 67 strongly
supported ESG resolutions and found that sustainable funds’ support varied widely. To be sure, a
considerable number of funds supported 100% of the resolutions they voted, while only a minority
supported less than 25%. But that minority group held as many assets as the group that exhibited 100%
support. Sustainable funds’ support for key ESG resolutions appears to vary based on the firmwide
voting policy of the asset managers who advise the funds. Funds advised by asset managers for which
sustainable investing is their central focus tend to exhibit higher levels of support than those funds that
are a small subset of strategies advised by traditional asset managers.
Asset managers with a sustainable investing focus do more than just vote in favor of ESG resolutions;
they are often the filers of resolutions. Among our key resolutions, Domini Impact Investments filed the
resolution at Pilgrim’s Pride asking the company to report to shareholders on its efforts to reduce water
pollution in its supply chain. While the overall shareholder support was only 15%, we estimate minority
outside support to be around 87% after removing the voting influence of the company’s controlling
parent, which holds 78% of the voting power. Pax World Mutual Funds filed the gender pay equity
disclosure request at Oracle that earned 36% overall support and an estimated 64% support of the
minority outside shareholders after accounting for votes attached to shares owned by founder, board
chair, and CTO, Larry Ellison. Boston Trust Walden filed a resolution at CorVel asking the company to

3 Elsewhere we’ve contrasted how the largest asset managers voted on key climate and key diversity and inclusion resolutions in the 2020 proxy
calendar. See: How Did Fund Companies Use Their Proxy Votes to Tackle Racial Inequality in 2020? and Which Fund Companies Supported Climate
Via Proxy Votes?
4 See U.S. Investors Continue to Endorse Sustainable Investing.
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explain why it chose to omit sexual orientation and gender identity from its equal employment
opportunity policy. We estimate that the resolution achieved around 91% support of minority outside
shareholders after removing the impact of votes attached to shares controlled by CorVel director Jeffrey
Michael, who is president and CEO of Corstar Holdings—a significant shareholder of CorVel.
Shareholder-sponsored ballot items that address ESG concerns contribute in a number of ways to the
“stewardship ecosystem.” Proxy voting on ESG-focused shareholder resolutions is a widely used strategy
by which shareholders flag long-term sustainability concerns at investee companies. When investors file
shareholder resolutions, they raise the general level of investor awareness about ESG risks at particular
companies and within various industries. Investor engagement is an effective way to help companies
change policies and behavior, and successful engagements are often occasioned by the filing of a
shareholder resolution and expedited by strong shareholder support for ESG ballot initiatives. 5
As more assets flow into sustainable funds, asset managers are launching new sustainable investment
strategies and outfitting older funds with new sustainable investing mandates. Investors have more
choice than ever before with fees comparable with nonconventional alternatives, yet differences among
sustainable investing strategies aren’t always easily discernable. Sustainable investing is a complicated
landscape for the fund investor to navigate. Proxy voting offers an objective and quantifiable metric that
can be used to compare sustainable funds on an important part of their investment strategy. K

5 In a recently released report on stewardship, BlackRock studied how companies responded to strongly supported ESG shareholder resolutions. For
those resolutions receiving 30% to 50% support, two thirds resulted in companies fully or partly meeting the ask of the proposal. For those
receiving more than 50% support, 94% resulted in companies fully meeting the ask.
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Appendix A
Exhibit 8 2020 Key ESG Resolutions
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Exhibit 8 2020 Key ESG Resolutions (Continued)

Note: Includes all ESG resolutions voted in the 2020 proxy calendar that earned at least 40% support from outside, minority shareholders.
Support calculated based on all votes cast ‘For’ and ‘Against’. Inside affiliated shares and controlling parent shares removed from denominator.
Source: Morningstar Proxy Voting Database. Data as of Nov. 30, 2020.
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Appendix B
Exhibit 9 Sustainable Fund Votes on Key ESG Resolutions in 2020
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Exhibit 9 Sustainable Fund Votes on Key ESG Resolutions in 2020 (Continued)
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Exhibit 9 Sustainable Fund Votes on Key ESG Resolutions in 2020 (Continued)
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Exhibit 9 Sustainable Fund Votes on Key ESG Resolutions in 2020 (Continued)

Note: Includes all sustainable funds that voted on at least one key resolution in the 2020 proxy calendar. Funds with 10 votes or more in bold. Fund
size reflects total value of all of the investments in a fund’s portfolio at the end of November 2020. Source: Morningstar’s Proxy Voting Database. Data
as of Nov. 30, 2020.
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Appendix C
Exhibit 10 Sustainable Funds Supporting All Key Resolutions Voted (Minimum 10 Votes)

Source: Morningstar Proxy Voting Database, Morningstar Direct. Data as of Nov. 30, 2020.
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